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All4Health&Care new name for Tech4CV19 to reflect updated focus
New identity and logo unveiled to promote online community’s new presence on FutureNHS
collaboration platform
All4Health&Care reflects new purpose as a one-stop community forum for collaboration
between public and private sectors within healthcare technology to develop improved health
and social care
All4Health&Care is the new name for Tech4CV19, an online community launched at the height of
the COVID-19 pandemic to provide a platform for innovative digital health suppliers to collaborate
with the public sector.
Its new identity, supported by a new logo, reflects the voluntary community’s focus developing as
the health tech challenges and priorities that emerged during the pandemic have evolved since last
year.
The group was launched by healthcare chief information officers as a channel for innovative digital
health suppliers who were offering support for managing the pandemic, to make contact with
organisations requiring such help.
Recently the community has developed its profile on the FutureNHS collaboration platform, rather
than growing its own self-standing online presence, as the most effective means of helping link the
private and public health tech sector to benefit health and social care in the future.
FutureNHS is an online platform designed to empower people to co-develop, share, connect, and
work together. It supports users to access and exchange knowledge and information on
transformation, across health and social care.
James Norman, chair of the now newly-named All4Health&Care, said: “The digital health community
responded magnificently to the pandemic in the UK and digital leaders found themselves struggling
to process the support on offer.
“Tech4CV19 evolved to address this problem by putting innovative suppliers in touch with
organisations in need of their help. It also identified that there was a need to put smaller suppliers in
touch with sources of funding and support, so they could scale quickly and safely.
“More than a year on, those original emerging requirements and challenges have evolved and the
focus is no longer on addressing COVID-19 specifically, but a wider future remit across health and
social care.
“As a result, our name and logo need to change to reflect that we are now working in a different
landscape from the one which drove our inception, and that we are now building our profile on the
FutureNHS collaboration platform.”
The All4Health&Care community seeks to put digital leaders in touch with technology innovators,
and to make sure that new entrants, start-ups, and scale-ups can access the funding, mentoring
and expertise they need to make the most of new demand and opportunities.

Through its FutureNHS workspace, All4Health&Care will promote offers of support and requests for
collaboration and assist forthcoming events such as monthly “Tech Leaders” webinars highlighting
thought leadership from chief information officers and chief clinical information officers.
It will also provide a platform for monthly “incubator” forums where health tech innovators will
showcase their ideas, seek feedback on developing them and network with others in the digital
health sector.
This builds on the community’s work in the past year, building a membership base of 1,000
volunteers and running a series of successful webinars. These covered topics such as how SME
tech innovators could get profile in the NHS; how to better develop British healthcare technology
and examining key components of future clinical pathways to address developmental trauma in
children.
Elaine Bousfield, a community member, counsellor and mental health entrepreneur, said: “The reset
after the pandemic is going to be a long process, and one that will require new, digital innovations.
That will create a massive opportunity for health and care technology, as long as health and care
organisations and suppliers can seize it. Through collaboration, the All4Health&Care community will
do its best to make sure that they can.”
At the inception of All4Health&Care’s forerunner, Highland Marketing was appointed as
communications partner. Since last year, it has provided sector, branding, and communications
advice, and supported awareness raising efforts for the webinar series. Chief executive Mark
Venables said: “As a dedicated health tech agency with extensive contacts in our sector, we have
been supporting Tech4CV19 and now All4Health&Care.
“Our aim is to find ‘health tech to shout about’ and to make sure that digital can make its voice
heard in the health and care sector, aligning perfectly with the aims of the collaborative community.”
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About All4Health&Care
All4Health&Care is a social enterprise community of over 850 change makers. It was established in
a voluntary, pro bono capacity in response to the unprecedented challenges currently faced.
All4Health&Care's mission is to help direct health and social care tech offers to where it is most
needed, ensuring that they are professional and trusted offers. This goes beyond the NHS to
support the care providers, and related charity and voluntary sectors as well.
To date All4Health&Care has identified over 600 offers of products and services and is building the
capability to help organisations self-evaluate and assess their offers. Assistance is also provided to
help signpost products and services to where they are most needed. This is achieved through an
understanding of the problems and challenges faced in health and care sectors, and the
consequential use cases.
Based on the principles of collaboration, partnership and support for now and in the future,
All4Health&Care will also share best practice and implementation blueprints for digital health and
care services and systems.
Another aim of the community is to provide pro bono business support for SMEs enabling them to
access offers from mentoring to specific services such as logistics, procurement and crowdfunding
(equity and donations).
Website: https://future.nhs.uk/All4HealthAndCare/ Twitter: @All4HealthnCare

About: Highland Marketing
Highland Marketing is an integrated communications, PR and marketing consultancy with an
unrivalled reputation for supporting UK and international health tech organisations. Highland
Marketing is dedicated to supporting the diffusion and adoption of innovation across health and
social care, and over nearly 20 years has built a reputation for being the go-to agency for vendors
and their customers. Highland Marketing is expert in market strategy planning, research, branding,
messaging, content marketing, PR, social media and scales acceleration.
Website: www.highland-marketing.com Twitter: @HighlandMarktng

